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ABSTRACT
'Me realtime cognitive state estimator based on the set of and/or the operation support system are required to make reliable

physiological measures has been developed in order to provide decision in order to prevent the undesired consequences.
valuable information on the human behavior during the interaction
through the Man-Machine Interface. The artificial neural network The realization of the adaptive interface described above re-
has been adopted to categorize the cognitive states by using the quires estimation of the human internal state objectively and in
qualitative physiological data pattern as the inputs. The laboratory real time. Conventional methodologies to estimate human state
experiments, in which the subjects' cognitive states were intention- such as opinionaire analysis', performance analysis' and video pro-
ally controlled by the task presented, were performed to obtain tocol analySiS6are tend to be subjective and impossible to perform
training data sets for the neural network. Te developed system has real time estimation of the human state of mind. In our research
been shown to be capable of estimating cognitive state with higher group, physiological measures obtained through the medical de-
accuracy and realtime estimation capability has also been con- vices have been adopted for revealing the human cognitive behav-
firmed through the data processing experiments. iors during the problem solving process','. The results of these

studies showed that the characteristics of physiological measures
reflect the internal human states of mind and these measures can be
utilized for the estimation. In the present study, the realtime cogni-

I. INTRODUCTION tive state estimator has been developed based on the physiological
measures as the first step toward realizing the adaptive interface.
'Me focus of the present paper is on the system development with

man-machine interface(MMI) in the nuclear power realization of the adaptive interface as the final goal.
plant has recently been recognized as the critical component
based on the experiences of anomaly events initiated by the hu- In chapter 2 the estimation method is described with the
man factor. Many research activities on the MMI can be found emphasis on the adoption of the neural network for cognitive state
with the aim of eliminating such undesirable events. 'Me study on discrimination and the laboratory experiments performed for col-
the decision making process based on the thorough observation of lecting sets of sample data for neural network training. In chapter
the operators is one of examples of the studies for revealing the 3, the system development for realizing realtime estimation is de-
human cognitive activities under abnormal operating conditions'. scribed, focusing on the on-line data transfer via local area net-
The analysis on the influences of the introduction of the CRT dis- work. Then conclusion and discussion are in chapter 4.
play as the main device to provide critical information to the opera-
tor is another examples of the MMI study for achieving the higher
level of the safety2. The results of such MMI research activities has 1I.METHOD
begun to be utilized in the modification or developing new type of
MMI for nuclear power plant. A. Categorization of Cognitive States

The concept of the adaptive interface3has become in scope The definition and the assumption for the categorization
of the theoretical and experimental consideration for the next gen- of the human cognitive states are quite important in the present
eration MMI based on these insight for human cognitive activities. study. In our terminology, cognitive state is defined as the inside
The adaptive interface is defined as the intelligent interface which human mental state during the interaction with the system through
can accommodate the form of human-machine interaction accord- the MMI'. More specifically, problem solving process using the
ing to the mental and physical state of the operator. In using con- information presented on the CRT is our major concern. The cat-
ventional MMI, it is the operator who must adapts himself to the egorization should be based on the model of the human cognitive
interface along with the learning process or practical experiences. activities. Many human models have been proposed to interpret the
By introducing the adaptive interface, the machine will adapt itself mechanism of human information processing, which can be di-
to the human operator in order to achieve the human-machine co- vided into microscopic model and macroscopic model for specific
operative working environment. In other words, an adaptive inter- task. Whether microscopic or macroscopic depends totally on the
face would realize dynamic task aocation among human opera- subjective judgement of the analyst. I the present study, the
tors and machine. If the operator is judged to be completely con- Card's information processing model, which is rather macroscopic
fused or upset with the ongoing events, for example, the decision and widely accepted as the basic model in the field of the cognitive
made by the confused operator should not be relied upon and psychology, has been adopted for the basic guideline for the cat-
should not be executed. The further confirmation by the supervisor egorization of the cognitive states. Fig. I Ilustrates the five catego-
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ries of the human state in the present study. Information
Acquisition(I-A), Memory Related(MR),Motor Action(MA) and Table Physiological Feature Adopted in the Present Study
Thought(TH) are states directly corresponding to the Card's infor-
mation processing model. Others(OT) is defined as the state with- Physiological Features Classification
out any specific cognitive activities and/or state which can not be
categorized into any of the above. In addition to these categoriza- Absolute 1. high 2 low 3 normal
tion, Emotion(EM) has been introduced to the categorization as the Heart Rate Level
state of different dimension. EM is defined as the state when the Umin) Trend 1. increase 2 decrease 3 steady
emotional aspect is dominating in the mental activities. Surprise, I
confusion and embarrassment are supposed to be major factors Absolute 1. high 2 low 3 nrmal
evoking the state of EM. Respi'ation Level

Rate Umin)
It is quite rare that only one of these states exists at the Trend 1. increase 2 decrease 3 steady

specific moment. It is natural to assume that several of these states
can exist simultaneously taking human's parallel processing ability Blood Pressure (mmHg) 1. increase 2 decrease 3 steady

into account. In the present study, the estimation of te cognitive Skin Potential Response 1. none 2. low-level
state prevailingly exists at the specific moment is our temporal (mv) 3. medium-level 4 high-level
goal of the development.

In a in 1. high 2 low 3 normal

Number of Saccade Umin) 1. high 2 low 3 normalB. Physiological measures adopted ------------ J

The set of physiological measures adopted as the funda- ological measures and the cognitive states has ever been found, the
mental information for the cognitive state estimation are depicted estimation rules for cognitive states (we call them discrimination
in Table.l. Heart Rate(HR), Respiration Rate(RIZ), Blood knowledge) have to be empirical. According to authors' experi-
Pressure(BP) and Skin Potential Response(SPR) are governed by ences, it is rather difficult to derive a one-to-one relationship be-
autonomic nervous system(ANS) wich are supposed to reflect tween a physiological measure and a single distinct cognitive
the internal mental state unintentionaly. Blink Rate(BR) and Num- state. Further more, the discrimination knowledge has shown to be
ber of Saccade(SC) are expected to reflect the visual information different for each subject in our previous study'. Thus it is ite
processing characteristics. These indices are derived from the important to develop a systematic and effective method to obtain
electo-oculograph (EOG) data. this discrimination knowledge in order to realize practical estima-

tion system which utilize multiple physiological measures for cog-
In order to represent characteristics of these multiple mea- nitive state estimation.

sures, the qualitative indices for each measure is calculated by the
procedure called data feature extraction. Qualitative classification The artificial neural network (NN) trained by the collection
for each measure is also shown in Table. I. The visual inspection of data obtained through the controlled cognitive experiments has
on the time line chart, in which a the measured are plotted on the been adopted for the estimation of the cognitive state with the data
same time axis, revealed the way of the features appearing on the- features for each physiological measure as inputs. Fig.2 illustrates
ses measures. Based on this detailed inspection, the appropriate the configuration of the NN utilized in the present study. The net-
time interval for deriving qualitative features, has been found to be work is three-layered, feed-forward NN trained by the
three seconds. backpropagation learning with forgetting proposed by Ishikawe.

The learning with forgetting has been introduced to find out proper
number of the nodes in the hidden layer and to clarify the cause-

C. Cognitive state estimation by neural network consequence relationship. Each input corresponds to the data fea-
tures from each measure and the output represents each cognitive

As no established model of the relationship between physi- states.

It is important to collect as many training data set as possible
which properly exemplifying the discrimination knowledge. It is

rmat n r quite difficulthowever, to define one specific cognitive state when
Acquisition Action subject is interacting with the interface voluntarily. In the present

study, the laboratory experiments explicitly controlling the sub-
ers Ernot on jects cognitive state by properly prescribed tasks have been con-

ducted to collect training data sets for NN. Six kinds of tasks
Thought shown below were prepared for the experiments, in which the sub-

j ect is forced to undergo specific sequences of the cognitive states.

I.Simple moving task
Fig. Classification of the Human Cognitive States 2.Long term memory recall task

Based on the Card's Human Information Processing Model 3.Short term memory handling task
4.Reflection task
5.State transition rule estimation task
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Information Memory Thought motor Ernotion Others Multi-purpose polygraph was used to measure following
Acq data; 0ECG ii)Skin Potential Response(SPR) iii)Respiration and

Ouiput Layer MEOG(vertical and horizontal). Finapress(Ohema Co. Ltd) was

used for online blood pressure measurement.

Hidden Layer All these analog data were then transferred to A/D converter
installed on the 16 bit personal computer(PC9801RX NEC

Co.Ltd.). IOOHz sampling rate were adopted.

Input Layer 2) Data transfer

HR HR Resp. Resp. SPR Blood Blink Saocade Network Filing System (NFS) was adopted to achieve
Level Trend Level Trend Pressure Rate realtime data transfer from PC to work station(SUN Spar 2 Sun

Fig.2 Configuration of the Artificial Neural Network in the Present Study Microsystems Co. Ltd.). The advantages of using NFS are sum-

marized as follows;
6.Simple calculation task

i) It can use LAN(Ethemet wich is now common in any research

Short term memory handling task is taken as an example to environment. Thus, the experiment site and the computer site is

show how cognitive state shifts during the task. Ts task begins not necessarily nearby.

with displaying a set of seven cbaracters(Positive Set) on the CRT

screen. he subject is instructed to memorize these characters. ii) 'Me application program controlling AD converter just has to

Twenty seconds after the positive set disappears from the screen, write the results on the disk with specific identifier (for example

one character will be displayed on the screen (Target) and the sub- K:) 'Me drive K: is shared with WS via NFS and the data is auto-

ject is asked to judge whether it was in the positive set or not. The matically transferred to the WS. The point is no consideration is

experiment itself is same as the one by Rumelhart for estimating required as for the compatibility of the application program and the

the human recall mechanisms. The point is that memory data transfer mechanism.

related(RM) cognitive state may be dominant among other cogni-

tive states during the time interval between the disappearance of 3) Analysis

positive set and the appearance of the target. And by using the log
file keeping the time record of task sequence, tis time interval can Fig.4 shows the analysis process on the WS. The data fea-

be defined precisely. The physiological data measured during this ture extraction and reaItime data trend plotting are performed by

interval is interpreted as the sample data for the cognitive state the application software called PV -WAVE(Precision Visuals Co.

'Memory Related' Ltd.). The results of the data feature extraction, i.e. qualitative ten-
dency of the each measure for the latest three seconds, will be con-

In performing six tasks for specific cognitive state se- veyed to the realtime expert system G2 via inter-process communi-

quence, sample data for all cognitive states were ollected. With cation. The weight matrix representing the discrimination knowl-

the purpose of elimtinating redundant and noisy element of the edge is loaded on G2 in advance. The transferred data features are

sample data, the screening procedure was introduced to extract re- then used as the inputs for the neural network and the outputs,

duced number of sample data which typically represent the data which indicate the possibility of the presence of each cognitive

features of the physiological measures during the execution of the states, will be displayed graphically.

relevant task. These sample data undergone screening procedure

were utilized for the NN training.
IV RESULTS

U1. REALTIME SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT A. Laboratory Experiments

The laboratory experiments have been perfonned, in which

In order to realize adaptive interface based on the cognitive three subjects (indicated by blb2,b3) were involved. They were

state estimation, the estimation has to be performed without sig-

nificant delay from the actual shift of the cognitive states. In the

present study, the estimation interval was determined to be three

seconds, taldng human cognitive behavior and computational bur-
den on the computer into account. Thus, realtime in tis study IN

means that the sequence of data processing, i.e. measurement, data

transfer and analysis procedure, is executed within three seconds Ethernet

to provide one estimation result. Subject Polygraph
PC9601RX SUN Sparc 2

The overall configuration of the realtime cognitive state esti-

mator is shown in Fig.3. The system consists of three major com-

ponents; I)Measurement, 2)Data transfer and 3)Analysis.

F-PR7110-91cal Data Measurement nsfer Da- Anal
AD conversion

y s I ED.:
1) Measurement

Fig 3 Overall Configuration of the Realtime Cognitive State Estimator
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Inter-procim another evidence that the sequence of cognitive states during the
communication task were proceeded as expected.

Data Feature Ex raction Cognitive State Esttimation
IIRaw Data Plotting F :2:� using Neural NetworkJ 3) Histograms of each physiological data

PV-WAVE G2 The histograms of the adopted physiological measures for

'*,,call calr--"r the different cognitive states are shown in Fig.5; a) Simple mov-
'1� I'll
Controll Progr m written in C ing task and bMemory Related (Subject b3). Two facts can be

pointed out from this result which suggests the validity of the
r d present experiment. One is that the each distribution has one peak

with the shape similar to the Gaussian. This fact implies the
uniqueness of the subject's state during the interval while one spe-
cific cognitive state was assumed to emerge. The other is that the

Fig.4 Realtime Data Analysis on WS peak position of the distribution for each cognitive states is differ-
ent and the tendency of the distribution for specific cognitive

male students majoring in electrical engineering. The physiologi- states were common in general among all subjects. For example,
cal measures were recorded while they were exercising the re- during the state of 'Memory Related', high blink rate, small num-
quired tasks as described in -C. Whether the cognitive state ber of Saccade and the high respiration rate were observed in
were correctly evoked as planned or not was judged based on the common. This fact also implies that specific cognitive state was
following three facts. prevailing during the time interval while it was assumed to appear.

1) Recall Protocol Report As for the 'Emotion', however, it was shown from the re-
call protocol report that the subject did not always respond to the

After each task, subjects were requested to recall their be- presented stimulus as expected because of subjects' anticipation.
havior during the experiments. These reports showed that subjects The limited number of sample data for 'Emotion' were extracted
were quite obedient to the instructions presented on the CRT and utilized for the neural network training.
screen. The results implied that there were no intentional devia-
tions from the scheduled sequence of cognitive states. Based on the evidence stated above, we believe that the

laboratory experiments were almost successful and the resultant
2) Video Protocol Report sample date properly reflected the typical physiological data fea-

The scene of experiments were video recorded during the tures for each cognitive state.

whole stage. The close inspection of the recorded data revealed

that subjects were executing the ordered task obediently. This is B. Estimation results by neural network

Number of Occurences, Number of Occurences

I movie-, r, F
40 60 Heart Rate0min) 80 100 40 60 Heart RateUmm) 80 100

J4 7�.L_� El
0 1 0 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40

Respiration(imin) RespiratonUmin)

0 200 400 0 200 400
SPR Level(mV) SPR Level(mV)

n 4!A � I I . lu� 180 100 120 140 80 100 120 WBloodPressure (mmHg) Blood Pressure (mmHg)

r-----J------r ------ ------ I
50 100 160 200 50 100 160 200Blink Rate Urnin) Blink Rate rrin)

50 100 150 200 50 100 ISO 20DSaGcade Urnin) Saccade Umin)
(a) Motion N IViernory Related

Fig.5 Histogram of Physiological Measures for Different Cognitive State
Subject: P3 (a) Motion (b)Memory Related
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Table.2 Number of Sample Data Table. 3 Results of the Cognitive State Estimation
for the Data Sets before Screening

Estimated I
Information Memory Thought Motor Emotion Others

Cognitive State nformatior motor Acquisition Related Action
Subject Acquisition Thought t' Emotion Others TOTAL

13 10!1�qlTft .... 38 54 103 49 4 1 249 0.0 34.3 5.7 2 9... .......................... .............
Extracted 10 6 4 16 4 information ------- 6.61 . ...... 6.

1 41 Acquisition 331.3 12.5 6'............. ............. ............ ............. .............
85 62 27 56 8 1 189 7.7 26.9 3.8 26.9 3.13

)9 2 . ....... 6..... ...................... ................ ............ ...... 8 3
Extracted 1 14 1 8 8 1

65 16 1 166 .. ..... �:L]..... ............. ....... ..... ..... i .... I13 3 ... 3 0. 6.5 1 3 45.2 1.6
Extracted 5 10

3 7 1 ..... 8.0 81 . 9.1 15'9..... ............
2 3 0 2s� .3 0.0

Thought ... ..... ........ 26 . .. ...... 6T ..
'6Y ------ ut",

Moto I .. 14.9 0.0 0.0 12.8 6.4
r -- ---------- ------ .... ............ ............... 2�j ............ .. ........ 0 �,48 1 �, 14.8 37.0Action '6 . ............ ....... ....

3 10.2 8.2 14.i 24.5 i 0.2
Set of sample data for each subject were then preprocessed 0.0 0 0 ... .......

through the screening procedure to extract reduced set of sample Emotion boll, 0.0... ...... 0-0.. ............E� �""J'00�:::::i9
data for the NN training. The numbers of sample data for each .8 I 0.0 0.0 ... 0. I

subject before screening and after screening are depicted in '81 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0......... �6 .......... 6-.6 .. . .... ------- .6 .. ...... 6.6
Table.2. The 3000 iteration of the learning were performed to ob- Others Wi 0 66" ------------ ... ...

WY 66 ---------- 5.6 -- ------ 6'.6 ... ..... �66_' 0.0tain weight matrix representing the discrimination knowledge.

The numbers of nodes in hidden layer for each network shown %

below, have been found appropriate as the consequences of the BP mtive states estimation. Although the incorrect estimation ratios

learning with forgetting; remains considerably high in some cases, they are ascribed to the
occurrence of the cognitive state other than forced during the con-

l 14 l 24 33. trolled experiments when the training data were collected.

The structures of the obtained networks showed no clear re- C. Realtime system performance
lationship between the physiological measures and cognitive

states. Tis implied that the relationship might not be straightfor- The realtime data processing experiments were performed,

ward. which demonstrated the adequate realtime performance of the de-

veloped system. It is necessary to execute following sequence in

Table.3 shows the correct estimation ratio when using three seconds to achieve realtime estimation; I.Measurement and

screened sample data as inputs. The ratios are almost 100%, which A/D conversion, 2.Data transfer via NFS, 3.Data feature extraction

indicates the validity of using neural network for representing th 4.Estimation and 5.Result display. The computational environ-

discrinfination knowledge. In other words, the resultant network is ca- ment are summarized below;

pable of discriminating the cognitive state based on the qualitative

tendency of the physiological measures. SUN Spare 2 + OPWINWINDOWS with background de-

mon running

Table.4 shows the correct estimation ratio when using origi-

nal sample data (before screening) as inputs. The rows corre- The amount of the data which has to be processed within

spond to the forced cognitive states and the columns correspond to three seconds is; (byte per channel) x N (total channel number) x

the estimated cognitive state. The correct estimation ratios ar- F(sampling frequency) x Y(estimation interval). The most time-

e in the diagonal elements. The dominance of the diagonal compo- consuming part among the whole sequences is the data feature ex-

nents indicates the validity of the obtained neural network for cog- traction procedure, which requires iterative filtering calculation to

obtain qualitative data features. It had turned out that the system

Table, 3 Results of the Cognitive State Estimation was incapable of performing data feature extraction when the sam-

for the Training Data Sets pling frequency was set to be 25OHz for the peliminary stage of

the development. Modification of the sampling frequency to

IOOHz made it possible to perform realtime estimation.

Correct Estimation Number of
Ratio Training Data The example of the display image of the developed system is

shown in Fig.7. The qualitative data features are displayed in the

R 95.0% 41 upper window and the estimation results are graphically shown in

Subject the lower window. The filled portion of rectangle corresponding to
, 2 97.6% 42 each cognitive state indicates the possibility of occurrence of the

state. This result is revised every three second and the latest result

, 3 100% 32 is displayed. Through the numerical experiments, it has demon-

strated te developed system is capable of performing realtime

cognitive state estimation properly.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARK man Error Probability, Proc of 1993 Annual Meeting of the Atomic
Energy Society of Japanpp.362 1993) (in Japanese).

The realtime cognitive state estimator based on the set of
physiological data has been developed in the present study, in 3. A.F.Norcio et. al., Adaptive Human-Computer Interfaces: A Lit-
which the neural network was adopted to discriminate the cogni- erature Survey and Perspectives,IEEE-SMCVol.19,No.2(1989).
tive states. Laboratory experiments were performed to obtain sets
of sample data for the neural network training. The trained netw 4. R.Kawano et.al. A Study on Human Factors Affecting BWR
rk has shown to be capable of correctly performing cogn Plant Study (Phase 111) -Development of the operator performance
tive state estimation. The realtime system was developed to per analysis method-,Proc. of 1992 Fall Meeting of the Atomic Energy
orm realtime estimation in the PC and WS environment. The deve Society of Japanpp.284,(1992) (in Japanese).
oped system has shown to be able to estimate the cognitive state in
realfime, in every three second. 5. Holmstrom, C. B. O., Continued Experimental Evaluations of a

Diagnostic Rule-based Expert System for the Nuclear Industry,
The developed system is now ready to be applied to the real- Proc.of International Conference on Design and Safety of Ad-

ization of the adaptive interface. Although the further consider- vanced Nuclear Power Plant, 3 pp. 34.2-1/7. 1992).
ation for the control mechanism of the feedback is required, the
methodology proposed in this paper provides practical basis for 6. R.Kawano et.al.,A Study on Human Factors Affecting BVIR
establishing a human-machine cooperative work environment. Plant Study (Phase III) No.2 -Development of the Crew Perfor-

mance Evaluation Method-,Proc. of 1991 Fall Meeting of the
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Fig.5 Example of Display Image of the Realtime Cognitive State Estimator
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